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We have discovered an efficient a.lgorithm for matching and unification in associa- 
tive-c~mmutative (AC) equational theories. In most c~es of AC unification our 
method obviates the need for solving diophantine quations, and tlms avoids one 
of the bottlenecks of or.her associative-commutative unification techniques. The 
Mgorithm efficiently utilizes powerful constraints to eliminate much of the se,~rch 
involved in generating valid substitutiotts. Moreover, it is able to generate solutions 
lazily, enabling its use in an SLD-resolution-based nvironment like Prolog. We 
have found the method to run much faster ~.nd use less space than other associative- 
commuta.tive unification procedures on many commonly encountered AC problems. 
1 Introduct ion 
Associative-commutative (AC) equational theories surface in a number of computer sci- 
ence applications, including term rewriting, automatic theorem proving, software verifi- 
cation, and database retrieval. As a simple exa.mple, consider trying to find a substitution 
for variables in two sets - say {a, x, c} and {c, y, b} - which makes them identical up to 
reordering of elements. We can represent each set by using the constructor cons. This 
gives us the two terms cons(a, cons(z, c)) and cons(c, (cons(y, b)). Now, if we declare 
cons to be associative and commutative, then two axioms can be applied to determine 
equality of sets: 
con ( cons( x, y), z) = coT s( x, cons(y, z ) ) 
cons(x, y) = cons(y, 
From this we can decide that  substituting b for .~ and a for y makes both sets equa.1 
modulo  the AC axioms. 
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Unfortunately, the introduction of equality axioms into a system like a theorem prover 
brings wit.h it unreasonably arge sea.rch spaces. The commut.ativity axiom above, for 
instance, can be applied in a.n infinite sequence it" it. can be applied at all. Termina- 
tion of systems incorporating ~.~quality axioms ca.~l often he h;~d ~uly by compromising 
completeness. 
Happily, many of the problems caused by an equational theory can be circnmvented 
if there exists a complete unification procedure for the theory. By relying on unification 
instead of search, troublesome axioms can be removed from a system. 
A complete unification algorithm for AC theories was developed several years ago by 
Mark Stickel [18]. Independently, Livesey and Siekmann pnbllshed a similar algorithm 
for AC and ACI unification. Their procedttres cetlter around generating solutions to a 
linear diophantine equation, each coef~cient o{' which represent.s ~lle multiplicity of some 
subterm in one of the unificands. There are two nagging propert;ies of this nlethod. First, 
it requires generating a basis tbr the solution space o[" the diopha.ntine equation. Second, 
there can be a large amount of search involved in actually genera.ring solutions once a 
basis is discovered. 
We have found an algorithm for dealing with associative-commutative theories with- 
out resorting to the solution of diophantiue equal.ions. By weakening the variable ab- 
straction introduced by Stickel, most cases of AC can be solved by working only with 
equations in which all coefficients are unity. The basis of sohlt.ions of such an equation 
possesses a highly regular structure; this allows us to optimize the representation f the 
problem and avoid spending time finding a. basis. We are able instead to begin generating 
unifiers almost immediately. In addition, our representation allows the incorporation of 
several simple but powerful constraints in a way that is much more natural and efficient 
than previous methods have allowed. 
Our algorithm can solve AC matching problems (so-called "one~way unification"), 
and most cases of AC unification very efiqcieutly - ill most cases, several times faster 
than Stickel's algorithm. However, if repeated variables occur in one unificand, our 
algorithm may return redundant unifiers. If repeated variables occur in both unificands, 
our algorithm may not terminate. In these easily detected cases, it suffices to dispatch to 
some complete algorithm, like Stickel's; the overhead in making the decision to dispatch 
is negligible. Fortunately, these cases occur in only a few percent of many applications 
of AC unification like Knuth-Bendix completion [[2]. In some applications like database 
query compilation, these cases never occur. Thus our procedure can achieve asignificant 
improvement in average xecution speed of AC unification. Furthermore, our procedure 
requires nominal space overhead for generating solutions, and is amenable to the lazy 
generation of solutions required in an SLD-resolution environment like that of Prolog. 
2 What  is AC  Unif icat ion? 
Before delving into the intricacies of our unification procedure, it is reasonable at this 
point to clear any misunderstanding or confusion the reader might have with respect o 
AC unification and matching. In the introduction, we presented a simple example; now 
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we shall try to evoke a more complete a.I)precia.tioll for the problem. We begin with some 
requisite definitions. 
We suppose the existeuce of three sets: conslclvts, variables, and function symbols. A 
term is inductively defined: 
* A constant is a tern]. 
9 A va.riable is a term. 
9 Let f be ~t function symbol; then . f (t l , . . . ,  t,,) is a term, where t l , . . . ,  tn are terms. 
A subsr is a function from variables to terms. We shall represent a substitution 
as a set of assignments, where an assignment v +-- t maps variable v to term t. in order 
to justify applying substitutions to arbitrary terms, homomorphic extensions of substi- 
tutions are used; a substitution maps all consLant, s and fnnction symbols to themselves. 
A term u is an ins~aTltiation of a term v if there is a substitution 0 such that v. = vO. 
Two terms unify modulo a l.heor~l T if there is a substitution which, when applied to both 
terms, yields two terms which can be proved equal in the theory. Ordinary unification is 
the special case wherein T is empty. 
An ass ociative-commulalive theory is one comprising the following axioms: 
* .f(f(x, y), z) = J'(x, f(y, z)) (Associativity) 
. f(x, y) = f(y,:c) (Commutativity) 
We will sometimes write tl --AC t2 to indicate equality of t l  and /2 modulo associa- 
tivity and commutativity. 
AC unifical.ion is unification modulo the theory of associativity and commutativity. 
A C malching is a restricted form of unification wherein assigmnents are allowed to vari- 
ables in only one of the unificands. That is, the resulting substitution must not ~sign 
terms to variables from one of the unificands. 
Obviously, AC-ness implies the ability to permute subterms rather arbitrarily. As an 
illustration, the terms f(a, f(b, c)), f( f(a, c), b), and f(b, f(a, c)) are equal by the AC 
axioms. With the introduction of vaxiables, terms may unify in ways which might at 
first seem contrived. The ~erms f(x, y) and f(a, z), for instance, share four unifiers. One 
of them is the substitution yielded by "ordinary" unification, namely, {x ~- a, y +-- z}. 
By applying the commutativity axiom, we find the unifier {y ~ a, x +-- z}. This is not 
surprising. But notice that application of the associativity axiom can cause varia.bles to 
be distributed among subterms, a~ in the substitution {x ~-- f(a, v), z +- f(v, y)}, where 
v is a new variable. Here, a most-general common instance is f(f(a, v), y)); notice how 
components of z can be found both in the subterm f(a, v) and in the subterm y. The 
last unifier is {y ~- f(a, v), z +-- f(v, x)}. 
In general, the number of unifiers for any two terms can be exponential in the size 
of the terms; AC unification is NP-complete [1]. When there are only a few varia.bles in 
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t~he unificands, however, the number of unifiers can be markedly re d0ced. In [18] Stickel 
shows that the two ~erlns fix, f(~r, f(y, z))) and f(u, f(u, v)) yield 69 unifiers, while their 
inst.antiat~ions fix, f(:c, f(y, a) )) and fib, fib, v)) produce only four. 
3 H is tory  Of AC Uni f icat ion 
Ma.rk Stickel was the first to develop a complete, terminating algorithm for AC unifica- 
tion; the a.lgorithm was initially presented in 1975 [17]. Livesey and Siekmann published 
a similar algorithm in 1976 [13]. Most AC unification procedures in use today are es- 
sentially modificat, ions of that of Stickel or of Livesey and Siekmann, but. a Few novel 
approaches have been proposed. Within the loose framework of Stickel's method t.here 
are two hard problems: generating a basis of solutions to linear homogeneous diophan- 
tine eqaar.ions, and searching through all combinations of this basis tbr a solution ~o t.h~" 
given AC unification problem. 
Since Gordan's tudy of diophantine equations in 1873 [5], only in the last. few yea.rs 
has there been any significant progress made regarding the genera.tion of their bases. 
Fortenbaeher, Huet, and Lankford have separately proposed a number of refinements o
Gordan's basi.c method [4. 7, 12]. P~eeently, Zhang has discovered a cla.ss ol" diophantine 
equations which can be quickly solved [20]. However, no published algorithm has proven 
to be superior in all cases. 
The extraction of solutions to AC problems given a basis of solutions to the dio- 
phantine quation is also a.n area of concern. In the past few years Fortenba.cher [4]has 
proposed a method of reducing the search space by eliminating certain basis elements. 
Claude Kirchner has recently developed an AC unification Mgorithm within the frame- 
work of the Marteili-Montanari unification procedure, but, like Stickel's, his method 
requires olving diophantine quations [11, 14]. Also, Hullot invent.ed an algorithm for 
AC unification which involves ordered partitions of multisets [9]. While his algorithnl 
is faster than Stickel's, it does not seem to offer nearly the dramatic speed it~creases we 
ha.ve obtained with our procedure. We have not implemented Hullot's algorithm, but. 
base our judgement on timing comparisons li ted in his paper. In Germany, Btit, tner has 
developed a pm'Mlel algorithm for AC unification [2]. The method involves linear a.lge- 
braie operations in multi-dimensional vector spaces, but he fails to provide the details 
necessary for a realistic comparison. Recently, K~pur [10] has developed an algorithm 
based on Stickel's method ~hat uses Zhang's equation solving technique. A paper by 
Iterold and Siekmann [6] pursues ome issues of unification Nrther, and the surveys by 
tluet and Oppen [8] and by Siekmann [16] summarize results in related areas. 
4 Stickel 's Method  
In a twisted sort of way, our procedure derived from Stickel's; so we will briefly review 
his algorithm before presenting our own. In case we fail to do justice to the algorithm, 
the unfamiliar eader is encouraged to look up Stickel's paper, which is stra.ightforwa.rd 
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and lucid [18]. 
In order to unify two terms modulo the AC axioms, three preparation steps a.re 
necessary. 
First, ~hey are both put through a "flattening" operation which removes nested 
AC function symbols, thus transforming unification in the fl'ee algebra into unifica~ 
tion in an Abelian Semigroup. This operation can be viewed more precisely as term 
reduction by root application of the rewrite role f ( ' t .1, . . . , f (s l  . . . . .  sm),,. . ,t , , .)  : 
f ( t l , . . . ,  S l , . . . ,  s ,n , . . . ,  t•). Hence, the term f ( f (a ,  a), a, f(g(u), y, m)) will be flattened 
to .f(a, a, a, g(u), y, x), while f(a, f(b, .q(c)), f(y,  y), z) will be changed to 
f (a,  b, g(c), y, y, z). The validity of the flattening operation is guaranteed by the associa~ 
tivity axiom, which implies that nesting of AC function symbols is largely irrelevant. 
After flattening terms, the next. step is to remove subterms which occur in both 
unificands. For instancc, after deleting duplicat~ subterms front f(a, a, a, g(u), y, x) and 
f(a,  b, g(c), y, y, z) we obtain the terms f(a, a, g(u), x) and f(b, g(c), y, z), specifically by 
removing one occurrence of a and one occurrence of y fl'om each. 
The final preparation step is to generalize ach term, replacing each distinct argu- 
ment with a variable. So f(a, a,g(u),:c) will be generalized to f(ml, xl,32, ~3), and 
f(b, g(c), y, z) is generalized to f(Yz, Y~., y3, y4). 
Now we get to the crux of the procedure. The goal is to construct ~ linear diophan- 
fine equation - that is, a linear equation with non-nega.tive integer coefficients - where 
a. coefficient corresponds to the multiplicity of olle of the variables in the generalized 
terms. More accurately, given generalized terms ll with variables ~1,. . . ,  x,, and t2 with 
variables yl, .  9 Y,~, we set up an equation cia:l +. . .+c, ,m,~ = dlyl +. 9 .+d,zy,. Each c~ 
is an integer equal to the number of times x~ occurs in tl, while dj represents he multi- 
plicity of yj in t2. So the equation associated with the generalized terms f(ml, mz, m2, m3) 
and f(yl,yo.,y3,y4) is 2Xl + x2 + x3 "- Yl + Y~. + y3 q- Y,I. 
The motivation for constructing a diophantine equation is not hard to grasp. For each 
assignment made by the unification algorithm of a term to a variable, the term must be 
present in both unificands an equal nnmber of times; thus, unifying substitutions can 
be represented as solutions to the correspondlng diophantine quation. The nex~ step 
toward producing solutions is to generate a ba.sis for the diophantine quation, which 
enables the systematic onstruction of solutions. We will not be concerned here with the 
procedure for finding a basis, except o say that. we prefer Lankford's algorithm for most 
common equations (that is, those with sm~]l coefficients) [12]. After generating the basis, 
a new variable zi is associated with ea.ch vector v~ in the basis. So, fl'om the equation 
2ml + x2 + ms = yl + y2 + y3 + y4, we produce the variable-labeled basis in Table 1. 
Now, unifying substitutions are generated by picking certain subsets of the basis 
vectors and summing them. If we choose basis vectors 2, 4, 7, and 9 from Table 1, we 
remove all other basis vectors, and consider only the chosen vectors, as in Table 2. 
So for each x and y, we construct a substitution by reading down that variable's 
column. For instance, looking at xl, we see t, hat its substitution involves only zg, {ml 
f(zg)). If a term's substitution only contains one element, as does al, we simply write 
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Number  
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12  
13 
1,1 
15 
16  
17  
18 
2,~I 2:2 :1:3 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
b g(c) y 
Yl Y2 y3 y4 
0 0 0 I 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 , 1 0 0 0 
0 l 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 l 0 .... 1 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 2 
1 0 0 '0  0 1 1 
1 0 0 o 0 2 0 
I o 0 0 1 0 I 
1 o 0 0 1 I 0 
1 0 0 0 2 0 0 
I 0 0 i 0 0 I 
I o 0 I o i o 
1 0 0 i I 0 0 
I o 0 2 o o o 
Labe l  
Zl  
Z2 
Z3 
2:4 
Z5 
z~ 
z7 
"8 
,z 9 
ZlO 
.zll 
z12 
z13 
z14 
Zlfi 
z17 
z18 
Table  1: Basis for 2xl  + ;c~ + z3 = yl -}- Y2 H- Y3 + Y4 
Numbe~'  2,va x2 ~3 Yi Y~ Ya Y4 Labe l "  
2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 z2 
4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 z4 
7 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 z7 
9 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 z 9 
Ta.ble 2: Selected Basis Vectors for 2zl + z= + m3 = Yl + Y~ + Y~ + y4 
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{a:l - -  z~,). More exactly, for each coefficient cj ill a ba~sis vector vi, the corresponding 
variable :i is assigned cj times t.o the corresponding v~riable in the generalized terms, 
tbr each cj in t, he chosen solution. To continue the example, the fult substitution is 
{:r~ - :~,, .r2 ~-  zT, ,~'3 ~ f (z~, ,  :4 ) ,  ~;~ - -  :4,  y2 ~ ~'7, ya ~ :2 ,  v:~ ~ . f (~ , ,  -%)] .  Note  that  
since there is a. 2 in y4's position of vector vg, z~, we assign z9 twice to N, {94 '-- f(z9, z9)). 
The final step of the a.lgorithm is to unify va.riables in the generalized terms with 
their counterparts in the original terms. So, supposing we started with the terms 
f ( a, a, g( u.), z) and f(b, g( c ), y, z), the unifying substitution resulting from choosing basis 
vectors 2, 4, 7, and 9 would be (after simplification) {;c ~- f(b,y),g(u) :--- g(e),z 
f (a,  ct)}. Note that the substitution g(zt) ~ g(c) would require recursive unification of 
terms, which would produce the substitution it. ~ c. This happens to be a valid substi- 
tution, which would be term'ned as one of the solutions to the original AC. unification 
problem. 
Stickel briefly mentioned some obvious optimizations to the above a.lgorithm in his 
origiua.1 paper, and Portenbacher [4] has described some of these in tier.all, wit, h formal 
justificaiion. Below we give a quick review of some of the more important constraints 
used in actual implementations. 
Notice that, given 7~. basis vectors, there are potentially 2'~ solutions; however, there 
a.r~, ordinarily a number of constraints on the solution spa.ca which reduce this nmnber 
considerably. 
First, ~ny basis vector which would force the unification of distinct consta.nts can be 
elimiuated from the basis. In Table 1, the basis vectors 15, 16, 17, and 18 ca.n ever be 
used in valid substitutions, ince they each will require some unification of one constaat 
a with another, b. In this case eliminating these vectors reduces the search spa.ce by a 
fa.ctor of 16. Also, vectors 8, 12, 13, and 14 would force nnificat.ion of a. constant with 
a. funct, ional term headed by g, which must fail. P~emoving these and the above vectors 
reduces the seaxch space from over 262,144 to 1,024. Any basis vectors which has non 
unit coefficients for variables representing constants or fimctional terms can be eliminated 
since tl~e use of that basis element would force ~he unification of, say, a constant with 
something of the form f(zl ,  z2). Basis vectors 14 and 18 from the above example could 
thus be removed, if they were not already invalidat, ed by other constraints. Fina.lly, any 
terms headed by distinct ununifiable function symbols can never be unified, and so any 
b~sis which would ref[uire this kind of unification can be eliminated from the set of basis 
elements. 
During the construction of unifiers from subsets of basis elements, imilar consl, raints 
a.pply. Consider tha.t each variable in the generalized term must be a.ssigned to something. 
Thus combinations ofvectors which sum to zero in any colunm will not yield valid unifiers. 
Also consider that any combination of ha.sis vectors which assigns more than one z~ to 
a variable which is associated with a constant in t;he original term is invalid, since a 
constant can not be. unified with a term of the form, s,~y, f(zi, zj). Furthermore, as soon 
a.s we notice that we have chosen a combination of vectors which would cause a clash 
of any type, we can abort that combination and try another, instead of waiting until 
a.n entire substitution is complete before checking its consistency. Also, Stickel implies 
fl~a.t all the unifications be completed as the last step in his procedure. It turns out that 
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much of this unification work can be performed early, resulting in less total unifications, 
a.lthough this is of marginal utility if only one uuifier at a time is desired, due to the space 
overhead of retaining early unification results. Fortenbacher also l, ries to take advantage 
of early failures in a. similar manner. In any realistic implementation f"AC unifica.tion, 
these types of constraints must be enforced. 
5 Our  Method 
As previously mentioned, there are two basic diltlculties with algorithms based on 
Stickel's approach. First, generation of a basis for a diophantine equation is an expen- 
sive operation. Second, given a basis, the search which must be pertbrmed to produce 
solutions can be very expensive, it is thus necessary to enforce many non-trivial con- 
s~raints [4, 19]. Stickel, Kapur, and others have implemented quite impressive co~stra.ints 
on the generation of solutions which tame this search problem. However, these efficient, 
implementations "require aless pure conceptual bstraction" [19] than other techniques 
might. For example, efficient implementation f Stickel's Mgorithm requires discovery of 
basis element, s of Diophantine Equations "with the additionM constraints that certain 
variables cannot have a value greater than one and that, for certain pairs of variables, 
only one of them can be nonzero" [19]. 
We believe that our novel representation facilitates a nmch cleaner conceptual b- 
straction of constraints on AC unifiers than do previous methods, and thus enables our 
algorithm to exploit powerful constraints in a. very natural and efficient way. The main 
contribution of our representation is tha.t it allows us to avoid solving Diophantine equa- 
tions in most cases.. In particular, whenever there are no repeated variables in either 
term, no diophantine equations need be solved. In o~her cases it is often, though not, 
Mways, necessary to solve a diophantine equa.tion. 
5.1 S lay ing  the  D iophant ine  Dragon 
'l'he observation that certain classes of Diophantine eqna.tions have very simple solutions 
is not new. Zhang's diophantine equation solving technique isbased on a similar notion; if 
there are several unit coefficients in a diophantine equation, a complete basis of solutions 
to that equation can be generated from the basis of a much simpler equation [201. We 
have gone further in our specia.lization, restricting our attention to equations which have 
only unit coefficients. It turns out that we are able to force many AC unification problems 
which do not: appear to generate quations.with unit coefficients into a form which can 
be solved using our technique. In fact, it is only those AC unification problems with 
repeated variables.which we cannot completely solve in general. 
The preparation phase of our algorithm is very similar to previous approaches. First, 
both terms are put through the flattening operation described above. Then duplicate 
subterms eLre removed pairwise from both unificands, and subterms are sorted so that 
atomic constants are grouped together, followed.by Nnction terms, fbllowed by variables. 
For instance, f(a, g(u), a, y, a, x) would be sorted to produce f(a, a, a, g(u), y, z). 
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.... Nun l locr  [ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 0 
6 0 
7 0 
8 .... 0 
9 0 
I0 l 0 
II 0 
12 0 
13 1 
14 1 
15 1 
II m 1 
:ca .z',2 a~3 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 .0 
Y2 Ya y4 x 4 Y 1 
1 0 
i" o 
1 0 
1 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 I 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
l 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 o 1 b 
I 0 0 0 I 0 0 
,= ,  
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 O 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 "0 O' b 1' 0 
0 0 0 0 I 0 0 
0 0 o 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 
d 1 -o  
1 0 0 
0 o 0 
Labe l  
Zl 
Z2 
Z3 
z4 .... 
Z5 
Z6 
z? 
z8 
z9 
Zl0 
Zll 
z12 
, z13 
z14 
Z15 
z16 
Table 3: Basis ['or ocl + ~v~ + ,~3 + x4 = Yl + Y2 + Ya + Y4 
Now, our generaIizat.ion st.ep differs from others, in that we e~ssign a, distinct vari- 
able for each a.rgument. Thus, while SLickel's algorithm would convert, the ](a, a,#, ~.~) 
l:o f (X1,  X1, X~., Xa), ours will produce f(X1, X2, Xa, X4). Effectively, we convert the 
problem of solving the unifica.t.ion problem f(ml . . . . .  xrn) = f(Yl ,  9 .., Y,) into the equiv- 
alent conjunction of problems ./'(X1 . . . .  , Xm) = f(Tt~,...,:}~) A ml = X1 A ... A oc,~. = 
A'm A Yl = Y1 A. 9 A y,. = Y;~, where the X~ and Yj are distinct va.riables, and the :~i and 
and Ya" are subterms of the original equation. 
Notice that the diopha.llt.ine quation corresponding to any pair of such generalized 
l;erms will have only unit coe[Iicients. Such an equation has e~ nice property, as stated 
in theorem 1. To illustrate, the equation xl + a:2 + za + a:4 = Yt + y2 + Y3 + Y4 lms the 
solution basis shown in Table 3. 
Theorem 1 Given a diopha~.tine quation of the form oct +. . .  +mm = Yl + . . .  + Yn, the 
minimal solution b(tsis is that set of solutious such that, for each solution, exactly one 
oci has vahte one, ezactly one yj has value one, aud all other variables have value zero. 
Also, the number of basis solui.ions is rim. 
Proof: See Section 6. O 
Knowing that t, he basis h~ such a nice, regular structure, we need not explicitly 
generate it; for, given only the respective arities of the generalized unificands, we can 
immediately const.ruct a two dimensional matrix, where each column is labeled with 
an x.i, and each row is la.beled with one of the yj. Each entry i , j  in the matrix is a 
boolean value, that corresponds to a new variable, z~ d,.which represents the solution 
vector which a.ssigns a. one to xj and Vi. Thus every t;rue boolean value zi,j in a solution 
matr ix  corresponds to one basis element of the solution of the diopha.ntine equation. Any 
assignment of true and false to all the elements of a matrix represents a potential solution 
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,T 1 a? 2 2~3 ~4 
Yl ZI,1 ~1.2 Zl,:3 Zl,4 
Y2 Z2,1 Z2p2 Z2,3 Z2,4 
lJ3 ~3,1 Y--3,2 ,, -3 ,3  z3,4 
Y4 Z4,1 z4,2 z~,3 z~,4 
Table 4: Matrix representation f ba.sis for xl + a:2 + xa + ar4 = Yl "}- Y2 + YS + !1~ 
a. ~ ,a(*/) = 
'~1 a~ xs x.t C T V 
b Yl Z1,1 Z1,2 Z1,3 Z ! ,4 C 0 0 r 
Y Y3 zz,1 za,'a zs,a za,r V l: I: any 
Z ], Y4 Z4,1 Z4,2 Z,4,3 Z4,4.. 
Table 5: Matrix for a simple problem and some constraints 
to the AC unification problem in the same way that any subset of the basis elements of 
the diophantine quation represents a potential solution to the same AC problem. 
For instance, suppose we are given the (already flattened) uuificands f(a, a, g(u), x) 
and f(b, g(c), y, z). Substituting new variables for each argument, we obt.ain 
f (x l ,  ,~2, Xa, a4) and f (Yl ,  Y2, Ya, Y4). The associated solution matrix is displayed in Ta.- 
ble 5. 
In our implementation, we do not create the entire n by m matrix; rather, we will 
utilize a more convenient and compact data structure. But for now, let us pretend that 
the matr ix  is represented as a sinaple 2-dimensional rray. As we will demonstrate below, 
the matr ix representation is inherently amenable to constraining the search for unifiers. 
5 .2  Const ra in ing  Search  
l~emember that unificands are sorted in the preparation step of our algorithm. Hence, 
a given solution matr ix comprises nine regions, illustrated in Table.5, In the table, C, 
T, and V stand, respectively, for atomic constants, functional terms, and variables. An 
entry in the lower left region of the matrix, for instance, corresponds to an assignment 
in the (unprepared) unificands of a constant in one a.nd a variable in the other. 
As Table 5 indicates, there are several constraints on the distribution of ones and 
zeros within a solution matrix. First, notice that there must be at least, one non-zero 
entry in each row and column of a solution matrix, so that all variables in the generalized 
terms receive an assignment. The upper left corner involves assignments o incompatible 
constants (since we have removed uplicate arguments from the unificands, no constants 
fi'om one term can possibly unify with any constant from the other term). This part 
of any solution matrix, then, must consist only of zeros. Similarly, the C/T  and T/C  
regions of a solution me~trix must contain all zeros. The C/V region is constrained to 
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. a ~(!!)  x 
.. X I a:2 ;1~3 ~4 
b Yl 0 0 0 1 
9(c) Y2 0 0 1 0 
y y~ o o "o l 
z y4 "1 ' I  " 'O 0 
Unil'ying substiha ion: 
~-/(a, ~,.) 
'U~ ~ C 
Table 6: A solution to the mat;rix 
have exactly a single one in each column, since any additional ones would cause the 
attempted unification of a functional t.erm, say f(zl,1, zl,~), with a constant. Similarly, 
any T row or T column must contain exactly one one. Finally, the V/V region of a 
matrix can have any combination of ones and zeros which does not leave a whole row or 
column filled only with zeros. 
5.3 Generat ing  So lu t ions  
Once a unification problem has been cast int, o our matrix representation, it is not a 
difficult matter to find unifying substitutions. The approach is to determine a valid 
configuration of ones and zeros within the matrix, perform the indicated a.ssignments o
the variM)les in the generalized terms, and finally unify the arguments of the original 
unificands with their variable generalizations. 
Consider the matrix in Table 5. We know that location (1, 1) must be zero, since it 
falls within the C/C  region of the matrix. Likewise, (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1), and (2, 2) must 
always be zero. In fact, the only possiMe position for the required one in the Yl column 
is at (1,4). Filling out the rest of the matrix, we arrive at. the solution shown in Table 6 
after assigning the nonzero zi,j's to the x and y variables, and then unifying the variables 
with the original unificand arguments, we obtain the substitution shown beside Table 6 
g(u) ~-- g(c) produces {u +-- c}. In general, such recursive unifications can involve full 
AC unification. 
5.4 Lazy  generat ion  o f  so lu t ions  
In other AC unification Mgorithms, the overhead in storing and restoring state in the 
midst of discovering AC unifiers is prohibitive. Thus most other algorithms generate all 
solutions to an AC unification problem a.t once. Bu~ in some contexts it is desirable 
to return only one solution, and to delay discovery of additional unifiers until they are 
demanded. Using our technique, as each unifier is generated, the matrix configuration 
can be stored, and search suspended. If an additionM unifier is demanded, it can be 
generated irectly from the stored matrix represeutaLion. 
Since we can implement certain parts of the matrix as a binary representation of
a number, simple counting in binary is all that is required for complete numeration. 
Thus assuming that we are in an SLD-resolution framework, the information ecessary 
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to genera.re the next solution can be represented as a sequence of binary numbers. Upon 
backtracking, the biuary represent, ation is increlnented, and checked for a few simple 
const, raints. If the coiistra.int.s are satisfied, the bina.ry numbers are stored and the unifier 
is constructed and passed along. 
The matr ix  can be represeiited very compactly, since most regions within it are sparse. 
With each column or row, a.ssociat.e a counter; the value of the counter epresents which 
entry within a row or column contains a one. The variable-variable r gion cannot be rep- 
resented so compaeLly, however, since nearly any assignment of ones a.nd zeros is possible. 
Additional information can be ma.int~ined along with the matrix data structure, such as 
a tally of variable assignments up to the current point of the assignment procedure, and 
anxilia.ry data. structures to keep track of repeated arguments. 
An importa.nt advantage of this approach to generating solutions is t, ha.t it allows 
early detection of failure; a.s soon as an inconsistent state is discovered, the procedure 
can a.bort the state, effectively pruning entire branches of the search tree. 
5 .5  Repeated  terms 
Until now, w~- have a.ssumed that all arguments within a unificand a.re distinct. However, 
this is not necessa.rily the case for AC unification. In practice, repeated t.erms occur in- 
frequently; Lankford, :for instance, has found that more than 90 percent, of ~he unificatioll 
problems encountered in some completion applications involve unificands wi~h distinct, 
arguments. Nevertheless, the ability to handle repeated arguments i certa.inly desirable. 
Our algorithln can easily be adapted to handle repetitions in constants and funct, iona[ 
terms in either or both unificands, but repeated variables are more difficult t.o lna.nage. 
If they occur in a single uuificand, our algorithm is complete and terminating, bu~ ma.y 
return redundant unifiers. Although the set of unifiers returned by Stickel's algorithm 
is similarly not guaranteed to be minimal, in many cases our algorithm generates many 
more redundant unifiers than would Sgickel's, If a minimal set of unifiers is required, it, 
suffices to simply remove elements of the non-minimal set which are subsumed by or, her 
unifiers in the set,. 
If repeated variables occur in both unificands, our algorithm might genera.re subprob- 
lems at least as hard as the original, and thus may not terminate. Stickel's Mgorithm call 
be employed whenever epeated variables are detected; the overhead involved in malting 
this decision is negligible. Thus in the worst cases we do simple argument checking, 
and dispatch to Stickel's Mgorithm. We have several methods of minimizing the use of 
StickeI's algorithm bug we have not yet discovered a straightforward, general method. 
In section 6 we prove tha.t our procedure does indeed terminate with a complete set, of 
unifiers whenever variables are repeated in ut most one of the unificands. 
Assuming no repeated variables in one term, our algorithm can handle arbitrary 
repetitions of const, ants and functional terms. But before disclosing the modification to 
our algorithm which fazilitates handling of repeated arguments, we show with a simple 
example why ~he modification is needed. Suppose we wish to unify f(a, a) with f (x ,  y), 
which is a. subproblem of the earlier example. Without alteration, our a.lgoriLhm as 
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tl, a tl a 
X 1 o x 6 i 
y 0 1 y 1 0 
Table 7: Redundant  matr ix  configurations for f (a ,  a) = f ( z ,  y) 
so far s tated will generate the two configurations shown in Table  7. Whi le  the matr ix  
configura.tions are dist inct,  they represent identical unifying subst i tut ions - namely  {a ~-- 
a, y ~-- a}. 
The  solut ion t;o this problem is surprisingly simple. In short, whenever ad jacent  rows 
represent, t.he same term, we require that  the contents of the upper row, interpreted 
as a b inary number,  be greater than or equal to the contents of the lower row. A 
symmetr ic  restrict ion is imposed on columns. Obviously, the information tha.t a var iable 
xi corresponds to a repeated constant or term must be recorded in some a.uxil iary data. 
st.ructure in a realistic implementat ion.  
5.6 A.n Algorithm for Associative-Commutative Unification 
Step i 
St.ep 2 
Step 3 
Step 4 
Step 5 
Step 6 
Step 7 
Unti l  now, we have concentra.ted almost exclusively on the matr ix  solution technique 
which lies at the heart of our AC unification algorithm. Fol lowing is a. sta.tement of  
the unif icat ion a lgor i thm proper. This will serve, in the next section, as a basis for 
results involving the completeness and terminat ion of our method.  The a.lgorithm is 
presented as four procedures: At-Unify, Unify-With-Set, Uni fy-Conjunct ion,  and 
Matr ix-Solve,  
Procedure AC-Unify: Given two terms x and y, return a complete set of unifiers for the 
equa, tion x =AC Y. 
If x is a va.ri~ble, then see if y is a. functional term ~md x occurs in y. If both a.r'e true, 
return fa i l .  Otherwise, return {{x ~ y}}, unless x = y - -  in that case, return the null 
substitution set {{}]. 
If y is a. variable, then see if y occurs in x. If it does, return fa i l .  Otherwise, return 
{{v -~}}. 
If ~: and y are distinct constants~ return fa i l .  
If a- a.nd y a.re the same constant, return {{}}. 
At this point, x and y are terms of the form f (x l  . . . .  ,am) and g(y~,...,y,~). I f  f r g, 
return fa i l .  
If f is not an AC function symbol, and m = n, then call procedure Uni fy-With-Set  with 
the substitution set {{}} and the conjunction of equations x~ =AC Y~ h . . .  A xr~ =AC Y,~, 
 9  return the result. If m. r n, return fa i l .  
Fla.tten a.nd sort x and y, if they axe not already flattened ~tnd sorted, and remove argu- 
ments common to both terms. Call the resulting terms ~ and ~, respectively. 
Assume ~ = f(xa . . . . .  x j)  and ~) = f (y l , . . . , yk ) .  Set up the coQunction of equations 
f (x~ . . . . .  x~)  =Ac  f ( ]~ , . . . ,  Yk)AX~ =~c "~ A . . .AX~ =Ac ~iA~ =AC ~ A..  ,AYk =~O 
Yk, where the Xi and 1~ are new, distinct w~riables. Call this conjunction E, 
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Step 8 Let T be the result of applying Matr ix -So lve  to the conjunction E. If T = fa i l ,  return 
fail. 
Step 9 Call procedure Unify-With-Se• with the set. of substitutions T and the conjunction of 
equations X1 =xc  x l  A . . .  A .%ij =AC Xj A ]"l =AC Yl A . . .  A 1% mAC Yk, and return the 
result. 
Procedure Uni fy-With-Set :  Given a set of substitutions T and a conjunction of equations E, 
return [3eeT  CSU(SE) ,  where CSU(X)  is a complete set of unifiers for X. 
Step 1 Let S=(} .  
Step 2 For each 8 6 T, set S to S U {[.J~j a z (8 U ~ri} , where Z is the result of applying procedure 
Un i fy -Con junct ion  to ES. 
Step 3 l:teturn S. 
Procedure Uni fy -Conjunct ion Given a conjunction of equations E = ea A . . .  A e, ,  return a 
complete set of unifiers for E. 
Step 1 . Let V be the result of calling procedure AC-Unify with el. If n = 1, return V. If 
V = fail, return fail. 
Step 2 . Call procedure Unify-With-Set with the set of substitutions V and the conjunction 
e2 A . . .  A en, and return the result. 
Step 1 
Step 2 
Step 3 
Step 4 
Step 5 
Procedure Matr ix -So lve  Given a conjunction of equations f (X~, . . . ,  X, , )  =ac f ( ] '~ , . . . ,  ]%)A 
Xl =AG Xl A . . .  A Zm = AC Xm A ]/1 = AC Ya A . . . A ]'n = AC y,~, where the Xi and 1~ are distinct 
variables, determine a set of substitutions which will unify f (X1 , . . . ,  X, , , )  with f (Y~, . . . ,  Y,). 
Establish an .m-by-n matrix M where row i (respectively column j )  is headed by Xi (]~). 
Generate an assignment of ls and 0s to the matrix, subject to the following constraints. 
If xi (Yi) is a constant or fnnctional term, then e• a single 1 must occur in row i 
(column j) .  If x, and yj are both constants, or if one is a constant and the other is a 
functional term, then M[i ,  j] = O. Also, there must be at le~t  a single 1 in each row and 
column. Finally, if z; --- xi+a for some i, then row i interpreted as a binary number must 
be less than or equal to row i -[- 1 viewed as a binary number. (Symmetrically for yj and 
yi+~ .) 
With each entry M[i ,  j] ,  ~sociate a new variable zLj. For each row i (column j )  construct 
the substitution .X~ ~.- f ( zL j  ~ . . . .  ,zl,jk) where M[ i ,  j L ]= 1, or Xi *- zij~ if k = 1. 
(symmetrically for l~). 
l:tepeat Step 2 and Step 3 until all possible assignments have been generated, recording 
each new substitution. If there is no valid ~signment, return fa i l .  
Return the accumulated set of substitutions. 
When there are repeated variables in both unif icands, it is possible that  our a lgor i thm 
will not  te rminate .  For example,  in the unif ication of f ( z ,  z) with f (y ,  y)  one of  the 
recursive subprob lems generated is ident ical  (up to variable renaming)  to the or ig ina l  
prob lem.  However, as we prove in the next section our a lgor i thm is tota l ly  correct in 
other cases. 
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6 Theorems and Such 
The intent of this section is to convince even skeptical readers of the v]e~bility of our 
method. Thus we will attempt o esta.blish somewhat carefully the correctness, com- 
pleteness, and termination of our algorithm for AC matching and unification. 
6 .1  Par t ia l  Cor rectness  
We demonstrate here that, whenever our a.lgorithm terminates, it returns a complete set 
of unifiers if one exists. We begin by establishing the soundness of certa.in steps of the 
algorithm, and then show tha.t each step of the a.lgorithm preserves completeness. 
Stickel showed in his paper tha.t like arguments in unificands can be removed without 
affecting correctness or completeness. We state his theorem here without proof. 
Theorem 2 (Stickel) Let sl  . . . . .  s in , t1 , . . . , tn  be terms with si -- tj for  some i , j .  Let  
be a unif ier of f ( s l  . . . . .  sin) a~d f ( t l  . . . .  ,t,~) and cr be a unif ier of 
f ( s l , . . . , s i - l , s i+ l  . . . .  ,s in)  and f ( t l , . . . , t j _ l , t j+ l , . . . , t , , ) ,  Then t~ is a unif ier of 
f ( s l ,  . . . ,  si_~, si+~ . . . . .  s,,~) a~ld f (Q  . . . . .  t j_~, tj+~ . . . . .  ~'n), and cr i.q a 'o.aifier of 
f ( s~, . . . , sm)  and f ( t~, . . . , t~) .  
The following lemma, justifies the variable generalization step of our algorithm. 
Le lnma 1 Let. tl = f ( z l  . . . . .  :r-m) and t2 = f (Y l  . . . .  , Yn), and let S be the conjunct ion 
of  equaf ions f(X1 . . . .  ,A'm) =AC f (Y1 , . . . , ]~h)  A zl =AC X1 A . . .  A z,n =AC 
Xm A Yl =AC Y1 A . . .  A y ,  =Ae Yn, where l.he X i  and ]~ are disi.inct variables. Le~ 
cr = X1 ~- z l , . . . , Xm ~-- zm,  ~q ~'- Yl , . . . , Yn ~-- Y, .  (1) I f  O is a unif ier for  ~he equation 
t l  - -AC ~2, ~ is a unif ier fo r  S. (2) Let r be a unif ier fo r  S. Then r is a unif ier of  Q 
and t2. 
Proof: (1) Obviously ~r is a valid substitution, since the Xi and ~ axe variables. 
Applying a to ll and t2, we obtaSn the equation for which 8 is a unifier. (2) r 
apphed to S nmst make both terms in any pair (X i ,x l )  or (]~,yl) equal, since r 
is a unifying substitution. Hence we may substitute quaJs for equals and produce 
the equation Ct.~ =At  r which is no more general than the equation ta --no i.~. 
So r must be a unifier of h and t2. O 
Certainly, if we have a complete unification procedure for S, then we can generate a 
complete set of unifiers for tl and ~2- Lemma 1 tells us that if0 is a unifier oft1 and t2, 
then there exists a.n equivalent unifier ~ for S. Assuming the unification procedure is 
complete, 8o" must be an instance of a unifier returned by the procedure. So we can find 
all most general unifiers of tl and t2 by determining those for S. 
The next lemma is due to Huet; it's proof can be found in his paper [7]. 
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Le~nma 2 ( t tuet )  Zet a~x~,...,a,~:c,,, = b~y~ . . . . .  b,,y,~, and lel (z,y) ~ Af"  • A/'' bc 
~ mini~nal solution. Then, for a~y x~ in x, xi <_ max(b~ . . . .  , bn) and, for any yj in y, 
:,~; < m~,.~(a~,... ,  a,,,). 
As noted before, the diopha.ntine quation associated with the equation 
. f (X1 , . . .  ,-,Ym) ~- f (Y1 , . . .  ,Yn), where each X~ and ~'~ is a distinct variable, is simply 
.V1 -t- .. 9 + .\',,. = ]~ +. . -  § Y~. Since all coefficients have unit value, we know by Huet's 
l~mma that  all components of any basis vector ca.n have a. value of either zero or one. 
Naturally, any basis vector must assign the value 1 to the same number of .\'~ a.s Y~. 
Also, it is clear that  any vector which assigns a i to exactly one X~ and one ~') is a ha.sis 
sohttion to the equation; call such a solution special. Now, any solutiou vector which 
assigns 1 to more than a single variable on each side of the equation is reducible by some 
special vector, since we can select some pair of ones within such a. vector and produce a 
special vector. So only the special vectors are basis vectors, and t.here are mn of them. 
'l'his establishes Theorem 1, stated earlier. 
The point of all this is simply that our matr ix represel~ta.tion is indeed a valid way 
in which to cast the problem of AC unification. An AC unification problem can be 
converted to one in which we need only worry about diophantine quations wit.h unit 
coefficients. This yields a special case of Stickel's algorithm, in which the variable used 
~.o label a basis vector can be assigned only to a single variable ill each of the genera.lized 
unifica.nds; and this information can be conveniently represeuted in a two-dimensional 
matrix.  
By the isomorphism of AC unification in the all-variables case [o the solving of dio- 
phantine equations, and by the above facts, it is clear that the procedure Matrix-So].ve 
is sound. However, we must also demonstrate that the assignments which it rejects can- 
not possibly coutribute to a complete set of unifiel's for a problem. While this seems 
fairly intuitive, we state it explicitly in the next lemma. We will use CSU ~o abbrevia.te 
"complete set of unifiers", and CSU(X)  to denote the complete set of unifiers for X. 
Leman 2 Let E br the equation f (X1 , . . . ,Xm)  :AC .f(]i,...,~';~.), 'where the X~ and 
~"i are dis~inc~ variables, and le! S be ~he conjunct.ion of equalioT~,s xl =AC X1 A . . .  A 
z,~ --AC Xm A Yl =AC Y1 A . . .  A y,~ =AC Yn. Then (7) l.he se~ of subs~.i~u~ions T 
returned by ~he procedure Matr ix -So lve  applied ~o E is a s'ubse~ of CSU(E) ;  and (2) 
CSU(E  A S) = UeeT CSU(SO). 
Proof:  (1) follows by Huet's leman and by the isomorpllism of the solving of linear 
diophantine quations to the AC unification in the ,'dl-va.rfid~les case. In the case 
of (2), it is a simple fact that CSU(E A S) = Ueecs~,(E) CSU(SS); what remains 
is to show that the substitutions in CSU(E) - T cannot yield valid unifiers. So 
let us examine the cases in which Matrix-Solve discards substitutions. First, if 
xi is a constant, then the assignment of a sum of variables to X~ would make the 
equation Xi =AC ~ unsolvable. Likewise, if xi is a Junctional term, headed by a 
non-AC function symbol, then the equation .X~ =Ac zi is unso|vable when X~ is 
assigned asum of va:riables. And finally, if x~ is a functional term headed by an AC 
function symbol, the equation X~ =AC zi is unsolvable when Xi is assigned a sum 
of variables introduced by Matrix-Solve, since any such sum would be headed by 
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the root AC f, mction symbol. Since all terms are flattened initially, any fnnctionat 
subterm can not be headed by the root AC function symbol. The a.nalysis is similar 
when some yj is a constant or functional term. Since constants present in both 
terms are removed uring the preparation step, the assignment of the same variable 
to Xi and Yj, when x, and yj are both constants, will result in the attempted 
solution of the equations z =AC .~i and z =AC Yj for some new variable z. But 
this would force an attempt to unify xi with Y.i; and would fail, since they ~re 
distinct constants. A similar argument applies to the case when one of xi and yj 
is a constant and the other is a functional term. Furthemmre, each column and 
row in the mat ri.~ set up by Matr ix-Solve must have at least a single 1 in it, since, 
otherwise, the effect would be to make some Xi or }~ "disappear". While this 
might be appropriate for a theory with an identity element, it is not for associative- 
commutativity. Lastly, if x, and a:i+l are iderttical, then interchanging rows i and 
i + 1 yields a.n equivalent substitution. Thus the ordering restriction applied by 
Matrix'Solve preserves completeness. [] 
We are now in a posit ion to state our main theorem regarding the part ia l  correctness 
of our algorithm. 
Theorem 3 Give~ any lwo terms x and y, the procedure AC-Unify returns a complete 
se~ of  u~ifiers for  lh.e equalion ~ =AC Y, assuming that. ~.he algoril.hm l.erminates. 
Proof.. To see that our procedure is complete, we show that each step either ret~trns 
a complete set. of unifiers for the given problem, or converts the problem to an 
equivalent one, the solution to which yields a complete set for the original problem. 
We look first at the procedure AC-Unify. Steps 1 through 5 obviously return a 
complete set of unifiers for the appropriate input. Step 6 is justified by the fact 
that CSU( f (s l  . . . . .  s,~) =AC f (h  . . . . .  t,,)) = CSU(sl =AC tl A . . .  A s,~ =AC ~n), 
where f is a non-AC function symbol. Step 7 is justified by Lemma 1. Steps 8 and 
9 and procedure Uni fy-With-Set ogether satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3. 
Procedure Uni~y-eonjunct ion is justified by the fact that CSU(e~ A. . .  A en) = T, 
where T = ~oecsu(~)  CSU(esO h. . .  A e,~0) Finally, the completeness of procedure 
Matr ix-Solve was already established by Lemma 3. fn 
6.2 Terminat ion  
Fates '  work [3] is witness to the difl icuity of demonstrat ing terminat ion in the general  
case of AC unification. We have discovered that. some special mechanism is required 
in order to assure terminal; ion of our algorithm in the case that  both terms conta in  
repeated variables. We have come up with two alternatives: (1) we could d ispatch to 
Stickel 's algorithm, with its attendant  proof of ~ermination, in difficult cases; or (2) we 
could incorporate loop detection into our algorithm. Since we have been unable to prove 
completeness of the latter,  we will be content for now with proving terminat ion for those 
cases when at least, one term does noi contain repea.ted variables. 
Our strategy is straightforward,  if brutal. We will define a complexity measure on 
equations, which we show to be decreased upon every recursive call of the algor i thm. 
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Let us say tha.l, a pair  of nnif icands is valid if, in a.t least one of the nnificands, no 
var iab le  occurs more  thal~ once. A pair  is invalid if both terms conta.in repeated variables. 
F i rs t ,  we show tha.t the a lgor i thm terminates  whenever both  terms contain only vari- 
ables, a.nd the terms form a valid pair .  Next, we demonstrate  that  At -Un i fy  will never 
produce  recursive calls involvil~g inval id pairs of  terms,  assuming that  the original argu- 
ment, s were valid. 
Theorem 4 Le~ X = f (x~, . . . , x ,~)  and Y = f (Yl  . . . .  ,Yn) be flattened terms, where all 
of the xi an.d yj are variables, and the xi are distinct. Then procedure At -Un i fy  applied 
to X and Y terminates. 
Proof i  
Trivially, the a]gorithm terminates if both .X and Y comprise distinct variables; 
this ca.se is dispatched to the matrix operations, which clearly require only a finite 
number of steps. 
Ol.herwise, AC-Un• will produce a. list of recursive problems of the form 
f (x~ . . . . .  x , , , )  =/(Y~ . . . . .  y, , ) ;  x~ = ~ . . . .  , x , .  = x .~,  ~ = y~ . . . . .  Y .  = y . .  
The first recursive call will be on the equation f(X1 . . . .  , Xm) = f(] ']  . . . .  , Y,~), 
which cont.ains distinct new variables; hence this case will terminate. The solution 
substitution generated by the matrix operations will involve only assigmneuts of 
the form Xi .--- zk or Xi *-- f(zl  . . . .  , zk) (similarly for each ]~). Moreover, each Xi 
will be assigned a term whose variables are distinct from those in terms assigned to 
any other ,Yj, j ~ i. This is true for each l~, too. 
So, after application of the resulting substitution to the remaining equations, the list 
will be of the form sl = x l , . . .  ,sin = zm~tr = yl . . . .  ,t,~ -- y,~, where the variables 
in each s~ are distfinct from sj,j 7~ i, and similarly for the ts (though the variables 
in each s/ will overlap with those of some tj.). Now, each z/ is a distinct variable, 
so the next m recursive calls terminate by one of the base cases of At-Unify. In 
addition, none of the variables in any s/wil l  have been unified during these recursive 
invocations (because ach call will involve a completely "new" set of variables, even 
when substitutions are accumulated), and sothe variables in the ts remain distinct 
from one another. 
During the last n recursive calls, the left-hand term of the equation being solved 
will contain distinct variables which have not been "bashed" by previous calls; aud 
the right-hand side will be eithel" a variable (some y variable) or 'a term composed 
of distinct variables (after substitution of a unifier for some repeated y variable). 
Also, the variables in the left-hand side will be disjoint from those in the right-hand 
side. Thus, the call will terminate by one of the base cases or after a call to the 
matr ix  routine. 
D 
The  proo f  of Theorem 4 is near ly  ident ical  to that  required for the next fact: 
Theorem 5 Assuming t.hat at most one of X and Y contains repeated variables, then 
no recursive call generated uring ~he execution of AC-IJrtify of X and Y will attemp! to 
unify lwo terms containing repeated variables. 
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Proof: The proof is ]ikc that for Theorem 4, except hat both X and ]" may contain 
non-variable argmnents (though, in at least one of X and Y, no variable may occur 
more than once). The reader need only convince herself that the unification of two 
terms in which no variable occurs more than once will produce a most common 
instance in which no variable occurs more than once. The only difficulty is the 
case when a repeated variable from one unificaltd appears ia a functional term of 
Y Y the opposite unificand. For example, in f (X ,Z ,g (Y  b)) =AC f (  , ,g(a,b)), Y 
appears as a repeated variable in the right, haud unific;md, but also appears in 
a functional term on the left. In cases such as this, the validity of recursively 
generated problems is guaranteed hy the fact that unifiers f~om Matrix-Solve wiI[ 
never assign a term containing repeated variables to a variable which was repeated 
in the original problem. With these facts, the previous proof can be applied almost 
directly. [] 
For concreteness in justifying the next theorem, we shall make use of a directed graph 
representation f terms. Let t be a term. If t is not yet represented in the graph, then 
create a new node N. If ~ is a variable or atomic constant., label N with t. Otherwise, 
let t = f(t l , . . . , t ,~).  Label N w i th / ,  and for each ti add an edge from N to the root 
node of the graph of ti. By a slight abuse of language, we shall often refer to a node 
as a "variable node", "constant node", or anything else appropriate. We also say that a 
variable v is "repeated n times" if v textually appears n times in printed representation 
of a term, or equivalently, if the indegree of the node corresponding to v is n. 
When a. substitution is applied to a term, we modify its graph representation in the 
obvious way. Given an assignment z ~ t in the substitution, the representation f t is 
added to the graph, if necessary, and any edge directed ~o :c is forwarded to the root of 
the subgraph representation f t. 
We now show that AC-Uni~y terminates in the base case, and iu general any recursive 
call to AC-Uni~y is made with a simpler equation. 
The complexity metric we will use is a lexicographic extension 
(RN,/~N-1, . . . ,  R2, R1, S> of noetherian relations. Intuitively, the R~s represent the de- 
gree of variable repetition, and S is simply the number of nonvariaSle symbols present in 
an equation. Formally, let e be an equation. Let R,~ be the number ofva.riables repeated 
m times in e, and let S be the total number of noavariab]e symbols in e. We define the 
lexicographic composition to be (R/v,/~N-1,.. . ,  ~1, S>. N, the maximum degree of rep- 
etition, can be determined from the initial equation. S is the total number ofnonvariable 
nodes in the graph representation f both sides of the equation. 
Theorem 6 Leg X and Y be ~erms uch thal in a~ leasl one of lhem., no variable occurs 
more lhan once. Then AC-Uni~y lerminates. 
Proof: Without loss of generality, assume any repeated variables occur in Y. 
Since none of steps 1 through 5 of AC-Unify cause recursive calls, they terminate 
immediately. 
If the head of each term is a non-AC function symbol, Step 6 will call 
Unify-With-Set with a set of equations, each one of which is simpler than the origi- 
nal equation. Even if repeated variables exist, each recnrsive problem will be simpler 
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than the original. Certainly, if no variables in one new equation are shared by ally 
other, then that equation is simpler tha,lt the original despite any substitutions 
generated by previous equations. If some variable is shared among two equal.ions, 
then each equation will have less complexity than the original equation, since the 
,n'iginal equation lind at least one more varhtble repetition than either subproblem. 
After any substitution generated from previous equations i applied to one of these 
equations, it must still be simpler than the original since either (1) some variable is 
repeated less often, or (2) the degree of repetition is the same, but there are fewer 
variables, or (3) there are the same number of variables and repetitions, but fewer 
non variable symbols. Since (RN,  -Rlv-1 . . . . .  (R,~ - 1) . . . . .  (R  ........ -t- k ) , . . .  R~, S ' )  is 
strictly less than (R~v, R~v- l , . . . , / /  . . . . . .  R . . . . . . . . . .  R~, S} lexicographically, R defi- 
nitely decreases. This is the case because at. the very least, the root traction symbol 
does not occur in the subproblem. 
If the head of each term is an AC function symbol, termination is more difficult 
to demonstrate, bu~ it is the case that Steps 7-9 will either terminate or generate 
recursive calls which are strictly simpler tb an the original problem. 
If all immediate subterms of X and Y are variables, then by Theorem 4 At-Unify 
terminates. 
During Step 7, the conjunction of equations E f (X1  . . . . .  X ,n )  =AO f (~, . . . ,  ]'~,) h 
Xa ~AC Xl A .. . A Xrn =AC X,n A ]~ =AC Yl A . .. A Y,~ =AC y,~, is created. 
This step certainly terminates. 
Step 8 solves the first equation of E, which is made up of distinct variables, and 
thus by Theorem 4 Step 8 terminates. 
Finally, Step 9 generates problems trictly simpler than the original. First., the 
equations of E involving Xs are solved. All the X equations have sums of distinct 
variables on the ]eft, and terms from the original problem~ the xis, on the right. 
After all the equations in E involving Xs are solved, the substitution must have 
assigned to each variable z.i some sum of new variables, and must have assigned to 
some new variable each non-variable xi. Since the non-variable xi have no variables 
in common (no repeated variables), each tj must have no variables in common with 
any ek for which j ~ k. The remaining equations now look like: 
~x =AC Yx A . . .A  tn =AC Y,~ 
The variables in each tj are distinct fl'om any other tk, but may not be distinct fl:om 
some yo, if the original problem was similar to f (X ,  Z,  g(Y, b)) =AC f (Y ,  Y, g(a., b)), 
in having variables from one side appear as deeper subterrns in the opposite unifi- 
canal. 
Now, let y be the variable which is the immediate subterm with the highest degree 
of repetition in the first subproblem, say r. Also, let s be the number of times y 
appears as an immediate subterm of the current equation. Obviously, y occurs r - s 
times elsewhere as a deeper subterm of some functional terms. 
Any substitution generated will assign some term, in general f ( z l ,  ...Zk) for some 
k, or it will assign some subterm ~ of the original equation to y. In the latter case, 
let k be the number of variables embedded within t. t must not include repeated 
variables, since variables can only be repeated in one term originally, and as shown 
by Theorem 5 this property is preserved. If y is assigned f(zl,. . .z~), the zs are 
distinct, as shown above. Each equation is strictly simpler than the original since 
either (1) some variable is repeated less often, or (2) the degree of repetition is the 
same~ but there are less variables, or (3) there are the same number of variables 
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attd repetitions, but. there are less non variable symbols. This is the case becanse 
at, the very least., the root function symbol does not occur in the subproblem. 
After each equation is solved, any remaining equation in the conjunction will still 
be less complex than the original problem. For each variable y with degree of 
repetition r t, ha.t appears on the right of an equation, y will be assigned some 
term f (z l  . . . . .  zk) for some k. Any remaining equation must still be less complex 
than the original problem, since R~ will be decremented by at least 1 (y a.ppears 
one less time), and R,.-~ will be incremented by k if (r - s) > 0 (y is replaced by 
f ( z~, . . . ,  zk) elsewhere). Since (R~, R~,~_~,..., (R~-  1) . . . .  , (R . . . .  + k) , . . .  2'~, S') 
is strictly less than (RN, R~- I  .... , R,,,..., R~,-m,...  R:, S) lexicog~aphicMly, R 
definitely decreases. If y is not repeated, then Ri,i ), ] is rmeffected, and R1 
decreases. If there are no va.riables as immedi~ted subterms (y was replaced by 
some substitution), R~,i >_ 1 will be unchanged, and tke number of nonwriable 
symbols will decrease, since the immediate nonvariable subterms a~o longer a.ppear. 
Since there are finitely many equations in the conjunction genera.ted by Step 7, and 
e~ck is less complex than the o~iglnal problem, the Steps 7-9 terminate. Also, since 
ca.oh possibility of AC-Uni:[y either terminates directly, or calls AC-Uni-~y with a 
simpler problem, he-Unify terminates. []
7 Benchmarks  
Table 8 reflects the time in seconds necessary to prepare the unificands and to find and 
construct all AC unifiers. For ca,oh problem, timings were supplied by Kaput and Zha.ng 
(Pd~L), Stickel (SI~I), and ourselves (MCC). All data were collected on a Symbolics 3600 
with IFU. As shown in the table, our algorithm is consistently three to five times faster 
than Stickel's a.nd Ks.pat's. 
These benchmarks do not include any problems with repeated variables, since in such 
cases, our algorithm would either return non-minimal sets of unifiers, or it would dispatch 
to Stickel's procedure. This is not as serious a concession as it might appear, since the 
most common ca.ses of AC Unification axe the ones without repeated variables. In fact, 
Lankford has found that less than eight percent of uses of AC unification in applications 
like Knuth-Bendix completion have repetitions of anything, and less than ~hree percent 
ha.re repetiLions on both sides [12]. 
8 Future  Extens ions  
With simple modifications, our algorithm ca.n apparently handle arbitrary combinations 
of associativity, commutativity, identity, and idempotence. We s~y "appa.rently" because 
we ha.re not yet proven completeness or termination in MI these cases, but preliminary 
findings have been encouraging. Also, our aIgorithm seems amenable to parallel imple- 
menta.tion. The most efi:icient sequentia,1 implementation of our method makes use of 
binary numbers to represent the state of the matrix, and thus distributing the search for 
unifiers only requires comnlunica.ting a starting and stopping point in the search, and 
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P rob lem ~ solns RRL  SRI MCC 
xab  ~-- ucde 2 0.020 0.018 0.005 
xab  = uccd  2 0.023 0.011 0.005 
xab  = uccc 2 0.018 0.008 0.004 
zab  : uvcd  12 0.045 0.047 0,013 
xab  = uvcc  12 0.055 0.032 0.014 
xab  = uvwc 30 0.113 0,096 0.034 
xab  = uv 'mt  56 0.202 0.171 0,079 
xaa  ---- ucde  2 0.028 0.013 0.005 
xaa  ..~ uccd 2 0,023 0.009 0.004 
xaa  = uccc  2 0.021 0,006 0.005 
xaa  = uvcd  8 0.043 0,032 0.010 
xaa  = uvcc  8 0.035 0,020 0.011 
xaa  = uvwc 18 0.087 0.062 0.023 
xaa  = u vw~ 32 0.192 0 ,114  0.051 
xya  = ucde  28 0.093 0.094 0.024 
xya  : uccd  20 0.068 0 .050 0.018 
xya  : uccc  12 0.045 0.026 0.013 
xya  ---- uvcd  88 0.238 0.247  0.064 
xya  = uvcc  64 0.211 0,133 0.0,18 
xya  = uvwc 204 0,535 0.538 0.160 
xya  = uvwt  416 0,918 1.046 0,402 
myz ---- ucde  120 0.375 0'.320 0.118 
xyz  ~-  uccd  75 0.185 0.168 0.072 
xyz  --- uccc  37 0.093 0.073 0.038 
xyz  = uvcd  336 0,832 0.840 0.269 
xyz  = uvcc  216 0.498 0.431 0.171 
xyz  = uvwc 870 2:050 2.102 0.729 
xyz  = uvw~ 2161 5,183 5.030 1.994 
Tab le  8: Benchmarks  o f  AC  Un i f i cas  
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the original problem. Other methods, such as Stickel's, probably require either commu- 
nicating the entire basis of solutions of a diopha.ntine equat.ion or recompu~ing that basis 
at each node. 
9 Conc lus ion  
We have just described an algoritlml which we believe ~o be the most efficient way of 
solving a large class of associative-eommutat.ive ma.tching and unification problems. Our 
algorithm is based on a weakened form of Stickel's variable abstraction method, which 
obviates the need for solving diophantiue quations. It utilizes a matrix representation 
which conveniently enforces powerful search constraints. Compared to Stickel's and Ka- 
pat's procedures, our method often yields a significant improvement in speed. Certainly, 
applications of AC unification stand to benefi5 from our research. 
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